


What is jellyfish? 

 Jellyfish or jelliesare the major non-polyp form of individuals of the phylum 
Cnidaria. They are typified as free-swimming marine animals consisting of a 
gelatinous umbrella-shaped bell and trailing tentacles. The bell can pulsate for 
locomotion, while stinging tentacles can be used to capture prey. 

 Jellyfish are found in every ocean, from the surface to the deep sea. 
Scyphozoans are exclusively marine, but some hydrozoans live in freshwater. 
Large, often colorful, jellyfish are common in coastal zones worldwide. Jellyfish 
have roamed the seas for at least 500 million years, and possibly 700 million 
years or more, making them the oldest multi-organ animal 

 



Anatomy 
 Most jellyfish do not have specialized digestive, osmoregulatory, central 

nervous, respiratory, or circulatory systems. The manubrium is a stalk-like 
structure hanging down from the centre of the underside, with the mouth at its 
tip. This opens into the gastrovascular cavity, where digestion takes place and 
nutrients are absorbed. It is joined to the radial canals which extend to the 
margin of the bell. Jellyfish do not need a respiratory system since their skin is 
thin enough that the body is oxygenated by diffusion. They have limited 
control over movement, but can use their hydrostatic skeleton to navigate 
through contraction-pulsations of the bell-like body; some species actively 
swim most of the time, while others are mostly passive. Depending on the 
species, the body contains between 95 and 98% water. Most of the umbrella 
mass is a gelatinous material — the jelly — called mesoglea which is 
surrounded by two layers of protective skin. The top layer is called the 
epidermis, and the inner layer is referred to as gastrodermis, which lines the 
gut. 





Fantastic facts 
 Jellifish have  been around for 650 million years.They were here before 

dinosaurs and sharks. 

 Scientins think there may6 be 2000 species of  jellyfish. They come in all sorts 
of colour from pale pink or blue to bright orange-red  or screaming yellow.Some 
jelly fish  are  transparent.Jellies also range in size  from about two and half 
centimetres to more than  two metres long. 

 Jellyfish are more than 95% water and vhave no heart,bones or brain?and no 
real eyes. 

 Where  there is water- from icy polar seas t to tropical Pacific shores – there are 
jellies.Some jellyfish  live  in freah water. 

 All jellies sting but not all jellies have poison that hurts humans.Of 2000 
species of  jellyfish?only about 70 seriously harm  or occasionally kill 
people.The most dangerous jellies are:Australian box jellyfiah?Lion is 
mane.Portuguese  man-of-war-Sea Nettle 

 



 The Australian box jellyfish, or sea wasp, is the most dangerous jelly in the 
world. It can kill you within minutes. If it stings you, you can become paralysed 
and then drown. A large box jelly has enough venom to kill 60 people. Many 
beaches  in Australia  have kits with  special  anti-venom in case it happens to 
swimmers. 

 A soup of dried tentacles was once used in a murder attempt.- It wasn`t 
successful. 

 The Portuguese man-of-war  is world-famous for its extremely painful sting. In 
fact, it`s not a true jellyfish, but rather a collection of separate organisms, each 
with a special job to do, working as a unit.. 

 The lion`s mane is the largest jellyfish in the world.Its tentacles can be over 30 
metres long.It`s killer,too.In fact ,the murderer in one of Sherlock holmes 
mysteries turned out to be a lion`s mane. 

 Sea nettles can make you scream,too.Their stings are painful but can not cause 
death. 

 No-brainers can not recognise their enemies.They bumjp right  into them.Sea 
turtles,who are completely  immune to the jelly`s sting,like to have them for 
dinner.   



 No –brainers  cannot recognise their enemies . They bump right into them. Sea 
turtles, who are completely  immune to the jelly`s sting, like to have them for  
dinner. 

 Dead jellyfish can also be dangerous. 

 It many part of the world, jellyfish are  the main course for dinner . Dried , then 
salted, they are high in protein and tasty, too! Jellies are eaten in Japanese and 
Chinese  home. And in the Samoa Islands  people eat  the RAW (with a bit of 
vinegar  or lemon juice)! 
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